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A fundamental problem in computational biology which
has been widely studied in the last decades is the reconstruction of evolutionary trees from biological data. Unfortunately, almost all its known formulations are NPhard. The compelling need for having efficient computational tools to solve this biological problem has brought
a lot of attention to the analysis of the quartet paradigm
for inferring evolutionary trees [1, 2, 8]. Given a quartet of taxa {a, b~c, d}, there are 3 possible degree-3 trees
connecting the taxa as terminals. Each such tree is
called a quartet topology. The quartet methods proceed by first estimating the topology of each quartet of
taxa and then recombining the inferred quartet topologies into an evolutionary tree. A major difficulty in this
approach derives from the fact that quartet topology
inference methods often make mistakes, and thus may
result in a set Q of quartet topologies that is inconsistent with any evolutionary tree. Therefore, the problem
of recombining the quartet topologies of Q to form an
estimate of the correct evolutionary tree is naturally
formulated as an optimization problem that looks for
a tree T maximizing the number of consistent quartets
(i.£. IQ rl QTt), o r equivalently minimizing the number
of inconsistent quartets (i.e. [Q QTI), where QT denotes the unique set of quartet topologies induced by T.
The above (complementary) problems are referred to as
Maximum Quartet Consistency (MQC) and Minimum
Quartet Inconsistency (MQI) problems. In a recent paper [4], it has been shown that MQC is NP-hard, but
it admits a PTAS, using the technique of smooth integer polynomial programming and exploiting the natural
denseness of the set Q (i.e. tQI -- i) - 8(n4), where n
is the number of taxa). However, the PTAS only guarantees an evolutionary tree that may deviate from Q
by en 4 quartet topologies, for any small constant e ) 0.
Some methods, such as maximum likelihood, gives good
results in practice (i.e. the quartet errors are << O(n4)).
In this case, the trees computed by the PTAS are not
very useful since they may actually contain many more

errors than those in the input set O. Hence, it is logical to look for efficientapproximation algorithms that
aim at minimizing the number of inconsistent quartet
topologies directly. In fact, some heuristics for this
problem have been proposed in [1, 8, 9]; but they do
not have guaranteed performance.
In this abstract, we report our partial progress on
approximating MQI. It is known that M Q I is approximable within ratio O(n 2) [5]. We show t h a t the local
cleaning algorithm introduced in [3] achieves a better
ratio. For any input set Q of quartet topologies, let
E~,t(Q) denote the optimum of the MQI problem on Q.
T h e o r e m . The local cleaning algorithm approximates MQI with ratio min(O(n~), Eopt(Q)}.
A stronger result can be proved for the hypercleaning algorithm [3] algorithm.
Namely, setting
t~¢
1°-2P-¢~--~
if
hypercleaning
returns
a unique
7Y~ ~--- " ~ , l o g l o g n ! '
tree, then such a tree approximates Eopt(Q) with ratio min{ O(n2 /m), Eopt(Q) /m}.
We also propose a new greedy algorithm that iteratively identifies pairs of (original or derived) taxa
t h a t should be joined together.
Consider a set of
weighted taxa, where each taxon a has a nonnegative integer weight w(a). For any four taxa a, b, c, d,
a mixed topology q(a,b,c,d) of these taxa is a multiset of Wl ab]cd's, w2 aclbd's and w3 adlbc's, where
Wl, w2, wa are nonnegative integers and wl + w2 + w3 =
w(a)w(b)w(c)w(d). The Generalized Minimum Quartet Inconsistency (GMQI) problem is defined as follows:
Given a set S of weighted taxa and Q containing mixed
topologies for each quartet of taxa, find an evolutionary
tree T minimizing [Q QTI, where QT is the set of mixed
quartet topologies induced by T. Let a, b E S, {c, d} C
S, if q(a,b, c,d) = {wl(abicd), u,2(aclbd),wa(adlbc)} ,
define B~b(c,d) = (w2(aclbd), wa(adlbc)}, Qa.b =

=
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and q(b, c, d, e)
!
Let wi + w i
max{wj + w ~ , l < j < 3}. W.l.o.g., assume i =
in the above maximization, and define Pab(c,d,e)

{w2(adlce), wa(aelcd),w~Cbdlce),w&Cbeled)},
U p.~(c, d, e), q(a, b) = IQ ~*b u Q~+b I.
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Bab(c,d). Givena, b,e,d, e e S , tetq(a,c,d,e)=

{¢,d}CS
{wl(aelde),wa(adlce),~3Cael~0}

{w~(bclde),w~Cbdlce),w~a(belcd)}.

QO+b

---1

----

{e,a,e}C$
We are now ready to describe our (recursive) greedy
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algorithm for GMQI. Consider a set S of weighted taxa
and a set Q of mixed topologies for each quartet of
taxa. The recursive step is (i) finding a pair of taxa
a, b with the minimum q(a, b), (ii) merging such taxa
into a new (artificial) taxon with weight w(a) + w(b),
and then (iii) modifying the set Q of mixed topologies
in a straightforward way to obtain a reduced instance
of GMQI. Observing that an instance of MQI can be
viewed as an instance of G M Q I by assigning a unit
weight to each taxon, we have the following conjecture:
C o n j e c t u r e : the above is an O(n)-approximation
tO
I1
m
~
algorithm for MQI.
We in fact suspect that the algorithm achieves Figure 1: Comparison of the algorithms at mutation
O(n)-approximation for GMQI. We have so far obtained rate 0.25.
several preliminary results supporting the conjecture,
and are working towards its complete proof.
can report here only some results for sequence length
We have compared the performances of the well- 5000, in terms of the average percentage of correct
known Neighbor-Joining (N J) algorithm, local cleaning, edges over 100 runs. It is interesting to see t h a t the
hypercleaning with m = 2 and rn = 3, and the above greedy G M Q I algorithm has a comparable performance
greedy algorithm for G M Q I on simulated DNA sequence as the hypercleaning algorithm, although the latter has
data.
Evolutionary trees were generated randomly a much higher time complexity. Also, combining local
using a birth-death process with ratio 2:1 and 1 out cleaning with the greedy algorithm yields an improved
of 20 sampling [6]. On each tree, leaf sequences performance t h a t is not far from the performance of
were generated using program Seq-Gen based on the NJ. In general, the quartet methods performed in this
Kimura 2-parameter (K2P) model with site-to-site rate experiment better than they did in [7], where the
variance [6]. The edge lengths of the tree represent sequence data were simulated using a simpler model.
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